A model of immunological distances in systematics.
While immunological distances among taxa have had wide use in systematics, there has been some doubt about their utility because of the observed non-metricity of such distance matrices. A model is presented here relating observed immunological distance to the actual number of antigenic site differences between taxa. This model accounts for the observed departures of these distances from the metric condition of reciprocity and triangle inequality. Based upon the model, two procedures are suggested for the transformation of immunological distances to metric distances appropriate for phylogenetic analysis. The model implies that the usual scaling adjustments applied to the immunological distance matrix are inappropriate; however, the same transformation applied instead to an initial similarity matrix will solve a scaling problem. Non-reciprocity of the distances is shown to remain a problem independent of this initial scaling problem. It is suggested that further transformation of these re-scaled distances may be obtained through an extension of the ADCLUS procedure developed in psychology. This approach suggests a general strategy for a transformation to metric distances, given a particular model of non-metricity for the data.